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================================================================================================================ 

 

Điểm Giám khảo Giám thị 1 Giám thị 2 
 
 
 

   

 
(1-3) Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others: (1.5 pts) 
1.  A. campus B. publish C. supply D. difficult 
2.  A. about B. south C. young D. count 
3.  A. wanted B. shouted C. helped D. needed 
(4 – 13) Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that best fits the blank space in each sentence: (5 pts) 
4. It’s very kind _________you to help me.  
 A. of B. to C. with D. for  
5. Let’s have a drink, _________?  
 A. shall we B. will we C. shall you D. do we  
6. They didn’t go on a picnic _________the weather was awful. 
 A. so B. although C. because D. because of  
7. Do you know the lady_________ son is standing over there? 
 A. who B. whom C. which D. whose  
8. This newspaper is _________every day. It’s a daily newspaper. 
  A. publishing B. published C. publishes D. to publish 
9. We are talking about the preservation of _________resources. 
  A. natural B. nature C. naturally D. naturalize 
10. Everyone must take part in _________forests and increase forestation. 
  A. protect B. protecting C. protection D. protected 
11. _________we know her address, we will call you. 
  A. Unless B. Since C. If D. Therefore 
12. My house_________in 1986.  
  A. is built B. was building C. was built D. has been built 
13. The doctor_________me not to stay up too late at night.  
  A. advised B. suggested C. insisted D. forced 
(14 – 16) Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that needs correcting: (1.5 pts) 
14. He was punished because he did the test careless yesterday. 
 A  B  C  D 
15. The doctor told my father stop smoking because of his sickness. 
 A  B  C  D 
16. They didn’t go on a picnic because of the weather was awful. 
 A  B  C  D 
 (17 – 24) Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C, D) that best fits the blank space in the following passage :(4 
pts) 
 Public transport (17) _______ London is expensive. The fare depends on the length of the (18) 
_______; you can not buy books or tickets in advance. Children under sixteen pay half, (19) _______ 
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children under five travel free. But (20) _______ some buses you pay the drivers. Most London (21) 
_______ are double-deckers. On the underground railway (or tube) you (22) _______ your ticket from 
a machine or at the (23) _______ of the journey. Not all trains from one platform go to the same place, 
so watch the signs. The (24) _______ train leaves at about 00.15. 
17.   A. at B. in C. from D. to 
18.   A. journey B. visit C. picnic D. street 
19.   A. such B. or C. so D. and 
20.  A. on  B. in  C. at  D. for 
21.   A. buses B. trains C. planes D. cars 
22.   A. have B. buy C. see D. take 
23.   A. last B. finish C. end D. after 
24. A. lateness  B. lately C. later A. latest 
(25 – 28) Supply the correct form of the words in parentheses to complete the sentences. (2 pts) 
25. The song is ________________ to me.      (INTEREST) 
26. The teacher gave his students ____________ to leave the classroom.       (PERMIT) 
27. The Saigon Giaiphong is a ____________ newspaper.          (DAY) 
28. Thousands of people have been made ____________ by the war.       (HOME) 
 (29 – 32) Read the text and decide whether the following statements are True (T) or False (F) (2 pts) 

Air pollution is a cause of ill-health in human beings.  In a lot of countries there are laws limiting the 
amount of smoke which factories can produce. Although there isn’t enough information on the effects 
of smoke in the atmosphere, doctors have proved that air pollution causes lung diseases. 

The gases from the exhausts of cars have also increased air pollution in most cities. The lead in 
petrol produces a poisonous gas which often collects in busy streets surrounded by high buildings. 
Children who live in areas where there is a lot of lead in the atmosphere cannot think as quickly as 
other children and are clumsy when they use their hands. There are other long-term effects of pollution. 
If the gases in the atmosphere continue to increase, the earth’s climate may become warmer. A lot of 
the ice near the poles may melt and may cause serious floods. 

FACTS T F 
29. Air pollution causes lung diseases.   
30. Lead is a harmful chemical element   
31. If the gases in the atmosphere increase, the earth’s climate may become cooler.   
32. Ice melt from the poles can kill anything it passes.   

(33 – 36) Complete the second sentences  in such a way that it means the same as the original one.( 4 
pts) 
33. No one in the group is younger than Mai. 
=> Mai is.............................................................................................................................   
34. “Where are you going on your holidays?” I asked them. 
=> I asked them.................................................................................................................. 
35. He is tired, so he couldn’t score any goals. 
=> If he .............................................................................................................................. 
36. It takes Minh 2 hours to do his homework every day.  
=> Minh spends ...........................................................................................................................  

 
 

----------------THE END AND GOOD LUCK----------------- 
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